
Traverse of the Staunings Alps
K. J. MilJer

It seemed incredible on 28 July as we stood at Kap Petersen that before us
lay the whole of the ,central and S Staunings Alps bare of other human
souls; a whole Alpine range to ourselves.

These Arctic mountains are situated approximately at latitude 72° on the
NE coast of Greenland. They constitute an exciting and different form of
Alpine challenge since not only are they remote and difficult of access but
they contain features of Himalayan proportions: long and wide glaciers prone
to periodic surges, large melt streams and chasms, and extensive unstable
moraines. Furthermore, the natural beauty of the area is not diluted by
tracks, bridges or inns and since there are no porters to carry expedition
equipment, the mountaineer is at once alone and as free as the indigenous
animals.

It was our intention to attempt the first ever traverse of the entire range
from N to S. This would involve at least 170 miles of mountain travel before
we reached Syd Kap. The return journey to Mesters Vig would be accomplished
by a simpler route of approximately 100 miles.

Fortunately, I had taken other parties to these Alps in previous years and
was therefore aware of some of the problems ahead. The problem of least
concern was the selection of a strong and compatible team. J im Bishop had
just returned from more than 2 years in Antarctica and had been one of the
hardest workers during the 1970 scientific expedition to the Roslin glacier in
the central Staunings. In 1971 he led a mountaineering expedition to the
Hindu Kush. Chris Padfield was also with me in 1970 and proved to be an
amazing blend of charm, wit, intelligence and strength. His mountaineering
skills were rapidly acquired. John Thorogood joined my 1972 venture to the
Roslin where he set himself many tasks and proved that conditions never
affected an efficient and comprehensive performance.

A party of 4 was judged to be the optimum number for the journey, less
would create problems in the event of a rescue operation, whilst more than 4
men would reduce mobility and increase food and fuel requirements as well
as overall costs.

The 3 major problems confronting us were the weather, the action to be
taken in case of an accident and finally both the details and the technicalities
of the route. Two minor worries were the condition of old dumps of food
and fuel and the weight to be carried continually on our backs. Obviously, all
of these problems were interconnected. Thus I judged we had only a limited
chance of success, especially as a prolonged period of bad weather at Mesters
Vig in mid July delayed our departure from Reykjavik. The weather patterns
in the Staunings can be stable for periods of several days but we could not
afford to be in crucial areas when bad weather descended. We all hoped that
the weather patterns of the 1969, 1973 and 1974 seasons would not be
repeated. In 1974, for example, one group was able to climb only one peak
during the month they were in the N Staunings.

In the event of an accident in such a vast, wild and lonely area, several
serious problems can arise. Rescue operations in polar regions can be expens-
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ive affairs and a rescue party would have to travel rapidly over dangerous
terrain. In the present circumstances, our lines of communication were far
too long for comfort. It is precisely because of such uncertain conditions that
the Danish Government insist on extensive insurance and the carrying of
radio equipment fot all expeditions to the Staunings. However, long-range
transceivers are very heavy and bulky. Furthermore, in 1972 we found that
radio communication with Mesters Vig was not possible in certain zones. It
was therefore with mixed feelings that we discovered that our radio equip
ment was broken on arrival in Greenland and had to be abandoned.

In order to reduce the possibility that we would encounter excessive tech
nical difficulties, aerial photos of the whole route were studied intently at the
Geodetic Institute in Copenhagen. However, we discovered later that this
method did not always indicate the best solution. At the outset 3 parts of the
route caused concern: the ascent to Col Major at the head of the Bersaerker
brae, steep snow or ice depending on conditions; the descent of Gully glacier
avoiding chasms which appeared to traverse the entire width of our proposed
route; and finally the ascent and descent of a new pass leading out of an
unexplored glacial system in the central Staunings.

Jim, on a basis of his southern polar experiences and Greenland 1970,
quietly and correctly insisted on taking snow-shoes to assist travelling in soft
snow. These, plus body harnesses, crampons, safety helmets, ice-axes, jumars,
karabiners and slings, two 50 m ropes and 8 pitons comprised our 'technical'
baggage.

The logistics of food and fuel requirements were worked out before we
started. Supplies had fortunately been left by previous expeditions at the
snout of the Bersaerkerbrae, mid Lang and Roslin glaciers and at Holger
Danskes Briller. However, the food dumps were not always sufficiently com
prehensive to permit us to sit out prolonged periods of bad weather.

On arrival at Mesters Vig airstrip we were informed that the Skel river, at
its entrance into Kong Oscars Fjord, was swollen due to the recent bad
weather and was probably not fordable. The alternative route to Kap.Petersen
and the start of our journey would mean a detour via Gefion pass, involving a
loss of 4 days and a serious reduction in our Bersaerkerbrae food dump.
Fortunately, Andrew Ross had just prepared boats to take his Stirling ex
pedition farther up Kong Oscars Fjord to ElIa island and he kindly gave us a
2-hour ferry to the far bank of the Skel estuary. That same day we walked to
Kap Petersen but only after a lengthy detour up and over the Skjoldunger
brae snout to avoid the turbulent outflow river.

At 04.30 on 28 July, as we started on the proposed route, I remembered
my moments of optimism in the UK when I thought that 17 days might be
sufficient to reach Syd Kap. We set off up the E branch of the biforked snout
of the Skjoldungerbrae glacier and thankfully left behind the awful hordes of
mosquitoes. Rapid progress over the true right bank was followed by an easy
medial moraine up and around the corner below Blahorn (1600 m). After 5
hours, a stop for tea was called at the last boulders. Shortly afterwards the
increasingly soft surface slowed us down to an intolerable pace and so we
fitted on our snow-shoes. Good progress was made until small crevasses gave
way to hidden and larger ones and use of the climbing rope became essential.
I was surprised that the relatively flat and clear surface of the glacier con-
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55 The Skjoldungerbrae glacier. This and next three photos: K. J. Miller

cealed large crevasses every 30 or 40 m; obviously our rate of progress was
again reduced. Ahead lay the untrodden and heavily crevassed tributary
glacier which appeared from the aerial photographs to lead over a snow pass
into the Harlech glacier. It was essential for us to surmount that difficulty
without too much trouble, if only to provide an early boost to our morale,
and so we slowly probed our way through the never ending crevasses until
after a 12-hour day we had almost reached the side glacier entrance. That
afternoon we bivouacked on the snow beside a glacier lake.

At 01.15 we breakfasted. Boots and socks were frozen and when Chris
attempted to free his boots, trapped in the ice by their laces, the wooden
shaft of his ice-axe split in two. A temporary binding repair was effected
quickly since we had no time to spare. The orientation of the glacier was such
that optimum conditions would arrive at 05.00hrs but with many large crev
asses directly ahead to be followed by an unknown pass it was necessary for
us to make as much early progress as possible even though the surface was as
yet unfrozen. We wore snow-shoes whilst weaving tracks around the crevas es
but when the route steepened the shoes were removed. Our initial line of
ascent was close to a protruding rock-ridge although this feature did concen
trate the ice chaos at its foot. Eventually a sweep to the right brought the
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upper and easier route into view. With mounting pleasure we rapidly
approached a point where a pass could be seen. At the col, only a few metres
below easily attainable summits, we traversed to the rocks on the left. The
cornice had broken away leaving a vertical drop. New perspectives and new
routes to work out are sufficient reason to stop and have something to eat;
we also wanted a rest. We decided to descend the rocks a short way and then
to traverse back on to the snow where it became less steep. No one likes to
descend steep, unstable rock-slopes with a heavy pack but it had to be done.
In order to min"imise the risk of dislodging boulders on each other's heads we
unroped. Soon we were back in the gully below the cornice and were able to
crampon down to a more favourable situation away from the cone of ava
lanche debris. To the SW one could see the snow-free lower reaches of the
Harlech glacier down which we would soon be walking. After 2 hours, we
reached the site of the 1974 Sandhurst camp at the junction of the Harlech
and Bersaerkerbrae glaciers. There we found a few cans of food and a half
jerrycan of kerosene. With a new pass and a fair portion of our route behind
us we felt ready to tackle the next problem. However, before further progress
on the traverse could be made, it was necessary to descend to the 1973 dump
at the Bersaerkerbrae snout and bring up approximately 40 man-days of food.
Before leaving for the snout we ate a substantial meal, slept in the afternoon
sun and pitched our 2 small tents.

Fortunately, our work on the dump in 1974 had been adequate. Our sup
plies were dry and in excellent condition. John now informed us of the
reason for his walking style; he had several blisters and it was obvious that he
should rest his feet. We used the spare time to move all stores up to the
Dunotter glacier moraine and site Camp 4 close to a location that I had used
in 1968. We found a few items of food to supplement our rations and several
pairs of wooden snow-shoes. Chris adopted one pair as insurance since some
of our plastic models were beginning to fracture. During the previous 24
hours, the weather had deteriorated and the peaks were hidden in blankets of
cloud. The next day the clouds descended even lower down the narrow valley
but occasionally Bersaerkertinde ( ::::: 2620 m) showed parts of its huge
unclimbed N face and then, taunting us, went back into hibernation.

Notwithstanding the poor conditions we moved off at 22.30 on 31 July.
Dunotter moraine camp is bordered by a series of ice-lakes, chasms and melt
streams and to gain access to the Bersaerkerbrae it is necessary initially to
retrace one's steps back downstream. With heavy packs, we were obliged to
don snow-shoes within an hour. Around the corner below Tintagel we were
forced into the middle of the glacier. Progress was painfully slow and when
Jim fell into a small crevasse a brief discussion on conditions and logistics
offered only one solution. Sadly we retreated. At this time we could still see
the second and third ice-falls, but their features were becoming more indis
tinguishable in the now thickening cloud. We arrived back at Camp 4 shortly
before the clouds reduced the visibility to a minimum. Snow fell gently and
intermittently during the next 3 days and whilst this could possibly assist us
to ascend Col Major if the clouds disappeared and several freezing nights
ensued, it would certainly not assist movement at lower altitudes. We silently
wondered if the experiences of the 1974 Sandhurst expedition would be
repeated. During this enforced rest John's feet improved and we effected
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repairs to snow-shoes and clothing.
Late in the night of 3 August, the cloud cleared and the following evening

we moved off again. I had the privilege of leading through the second ice-fall
via which I entered Reykjavik hospital in 1968. This time there were no mis
takes and we all enjoyed the approach to the well concealed upper sanctuary
protected by the third ice-fall. Words cannot describe the beauty of this part
of the glacier, one of the 4 or 5 most exhilarating sections of the traverse. The
cwm opens out only in the last few kms. At its head lies Col Major which has
been described as the heart of the range, surrounded by the finest peaks.

56 Col Major-the link between tbe Bersaerkerbrae and Gully glaciers

Somewhat dehydrated, I was glad Jim had led around the third ice-fall and
then on and up to a rock- and snow-ridge to find a bivouac site facing Col
Major. The ascent to Col Major involves climbing an ice-gully, sometimes
covered with snow, which rises steeply 500 m from the glacier. It represents
one of the cruxes of the traverse. We guessed that by nightfall the small but
persistent stone, snow and ice avalanches down Col Major gully should cease
and that 3 hours after leaving our temporary camp we could be on the top.

By 23.00hrs, we were in the avalanche debris at the foot of the gully,
sometimes thigh deep. Climbing free, Jim and John took turns in leading the
ascent. No difficulty was found with the bergschrund and keeping to the
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centre of the long gully, we cramponned up alternate sections of ice, thin
snow covered ice and hard snow. With heavy packs the ascent was hard work
but straightforward. We noted old abseil slings on the granite walls on the
true left of the gully. Close to the top and moving right to avoid the cornices
the snow improved and it was possible to kick steps. On top we were on a
level comparable with the summits of Merchiston and Bersaerkertinde, the
latter first climbed by our 1968 expedition. The views were unbelievable, first
looking back down the upper reaches of the Bersaerkerbrae and then over to
the Skjoldungerbrae peaks. The early morning light gave a cold blue steel glint
to the scene especially over the waters of Kong Oscars Fjord. The cold wind
was so bitter that we erected the outer cover of Jim's tent before making a
couple of brews. Back out into the cold wind, we roped up immediately and
set off down Gully glacier. Again we were forced to wear snow-shoes since
the snow was deep and very soft. Some benign instinct told me to attempt
the descent down the right flank of the tributary glacier. Slowly but surely,
we wove in and out, around and possibly over, some of the largest ice chasms
I have ever seen, even including those on K12 in the Karakoram. Sometimes
on steeper sections we had to remove the sno;v-shoes. Thankfully, we reached
the main stream of Gully but the surface deteriorated to deep dry powder
snow. Possibly, we were now in the most exposed position of the whole
traverse. It was a long slog up to Crescent col and to thrash out a track with
out snow-shoes would have taken days. One consolation was to look back at
our line of descent down Gully and be thankful we had not attempted the
true left flank which looked both impossible and dangerous. Eventually
Chris pushed on ahead, ignored his weariness and forced himself on over the
last 2 rises up to the col. We were well pleased to stop and make camp on the
snow of Crescent col at the end of a glorious day.

The col camp was one of the turning points of the expedition. We were
now quietly confident that we had the ability, given good weather and no
accidents, to complete a somewhat audacious project. The N Staunings lay
behind us, a food dump was only a day's walk away and the party was happy.
At 22.30 that evening John was again making breakfast and soon we were
making brisk progress down the Lang glacier. Five hours later we arrived at
the Lang dump which had taken many man-days of effort to establish in
1973. At the Lang camp we made repairs to our equipment and fed well.
Ahead of us lay possibly the last of our major problems. Nobody had yet
explored the 'New' glacier and we had to find a pass out of it into the
Dalmore glacier. With the weather set fair we were away again at 23.00hrs on
7 August. Entering the virgin valley was exciting. I had studied the oblique
and vertical aerial photos many times and hence thought that I would easily
recognise all the major features but this was not so. After 2 easy hours we
roped up at the first ice-fall which we avoided as much as possible by keeping
ovei" to the true left. By now Jim and Chris had spotted the best route, a
gully, on the high S boundary ridge of this glacial system but before closer
inspection we had to traverse back and forth through the second ice-fall.
Eventually the final exit bridge permitted us to traverse across the central
snow-field to the foot of the gully which was similar in quality and length to

Col Major gully. To speed the climb we unroped. The line of ascent taken by
J im, and sometimes John, bore first to the right towards a rock pinnacle and
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57 The second new pass

then left before going straight to the top. Each line involved several zig-zags.
For the second time how I wished I had purchased a new pair of crampons
with front points. Chris thoughtfully aware of my predicament worked hard
ahead of me preparing better steps. Our packs were unwieldy for this sort of
work but not enough to prevent us appreciating the beauty of our position
and taking photographs.

Close to the top, and in full sunshine, I noted that our old steps in the
couloir below had disappeared under the convexity of the slopes just climbed
and I realised the seriousness of a slip at this juncture. The snow was by now
quite soft and seconds later my steps collapsed as if on a zipper. I slid slowly
down the crumbling surface for 6 or 8 feet before stopping myself by a
variety of means. I am still unaware which was the most effective. Carefully,
very carefully, I made new steps up the last 20 m. The other side of the ridge
was as steep as the one just climbed. We rested a good while for brews and
reflections. The descent was shorter in length and the surface, since it was still
out of the sun, was frozen and suitable for crampons. Nevertheless, I thought
it best to use a safety rope down the first 30 m. Chris went down first facing
the slope, I folIowed, J im came last with inspiring confidence. After 80 m I
noted a narrower and snow-filIed gully on the left that avoided a long stretch
of bare ice in the main gully. A careful but now easy descent followed inter
rupted only by John breaking through a bergschrund of indeterminable
dimensions. We all thankfully escaped the trap and carried on down through
the avalanche debris. This was our second new pass and though not an easy
route it did provide the key to a short cut between the Lang and upper Roslin
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glacier systems. The aerial photos studied in April had not given me th'e clue
and I was thankful that my assumption of the necessity to escape by climbing
a long and difficult ridge of a major peak had been proved incorrect. We were
elated and in our enthusiasm continued down the best snow surface yet
encountered. We kept to the centre line of the glacier to avoid fringe .
crevasses. The Dalmore glacier was longer than anticipated and its junction
with the Roslin came nearer but slowly. At resting points it was an uncon
trolled race between rucksack and body as to which reached the grouJ;1d first.
The 13-hour effort ended as we entered the edge depression that served as the
base camp to the 1970 and 1972 expeditions. We were now over half way
along the traverse. The dark clouds were thickening but our 11 hour sieep in
the open air was impenetrable.

At 06.00hrs, 9 August, we left for the crucial dump at Lorien 3 ho,urs
away. The bivouac site was below a stone-filled gully alongside a glacier-edged
lake. Since the next section was the longest between dumps and involved 4
cols, we decided to carry 8 days' food. Thus at this stage, we would have to
carry kit of up to 70 Ib weight. The cold cracks on my fingers were now pain
ful and Jim had developed a mysterious and extensive blister rash on his
hands. John's feet were exceedingly sore and Chris had malformed boots, but
otherwise we were in good form.

At 18.00hrs, it began to rain. We did not wish to retreat temporarily to the
lower camp so we erected the 2 lightweight tents. We slept in the uneasy
knowledge that snow-fall now would make the rest of the traverse very diffi
cult. Only one day had been lost when we finally moved off. It was no good
waiting for better surface conditions since only very slow improvement could
be expected at this time of the season. Fortunately the cloud had lifted, in a
somewhat eerie fashion, and then dispersed. Within 100 m of Camp 9 my
snow-shoes broke whilst punching through soft crust and deeply penetrating
the underlying powder. Chris gave me his 'insurance' snow-shoes.

It took 3 hours to reach the Roslin-Duart col. Taking the Duart tributary
glacier we climbed up several snow-rises to the magnificent Plinganser col.
The long strides of my tall companions, the pack and the small surface area of
my new snow-shoes which resulted in my breaking through the already deep
footsteps of my companions, all combined to exhaust me. However, total
attentiveness returned as we ploughed down potentially leg-breaking thin
crusted, deep soft snow from the col into the upper Spaerre basin. To avoid
an involuntary descent into the bergschrund John swam across it in breast
stroke style.

Little more height was lost before we began the approach to Darien pass.
It was 10.00hrs by the time we reached the top and the snow on the steep far
side of the pass had already softened. By this time we were very tired and so
we decided to bivouac on this exposed and lofty site. At 23.00hrs that
evening, we left the central Staunings behind and cramponned down the pass.
A little time was spent in finding a suitable line over the large multiple
bergschrunds and once again the avalanche cone was very soft. The descent of
Main glacier was tricky on account of the many well hidden crevasses one of
which finally caused John to break his snow-shoes. At Concordia, the
junction of 3 glaciers, it was necessary to choose a careful line across to the
right bank; this involved the crossing of several large melt streams. After a
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long downhill day, we bivouacked on moraine below a towering granite
buttress.

At 23. 30hrs on 12 August, we moved down to the entrance of the
Mercurius glacier. ] ohn, who on the previous day had found it his turn to be
exhausted, was now fully rested and found a simple route through the
junction moraines. Early progress on the sharp rise of the Mercurius ice was
straightforward. Serious crevasses, not observed on the aerial photos appeared
well before the first ice-fall. The crevasses were all bridged but few of the
bridges could take the weig~t of the party. This day Chris and] im were very
tired, partly through insufficient nourishment, and so it was decided to seek a
camp-site on the moraines only halfway up the Mercurius. We found ourselves
amongst the crevasses of the first ice-fall which was a veritable blind maze.
Within only a few hundred metres of the moraines I had a narrow escape
from a large crevasse. Moving back towards the centre of the glacier we found
a route alongside and then above the ice-fall. Eventually, we did reach the
glacier edge and a delightful flat rib of small stones on which we could
bivouac. ]im walked up the mountainside to prospect the next day's route
through the second ice-fall as the sky began to cloud over.

It was heavily overcast when we set off on 14 August. We kept towards the
true left edge until above the ice-fall and then began to traverse to the right
bank. It went without mishap but no little misapprehension as we were aware
of the many times when all 4 of us could have been simultaneously over one
crevasse. The crevasses farther up were easily avoided by moving up beneath
ice-cliffs and buttresses of the true right bank and then the last pass lay
before us. Soon we were shaking hands on the last col of the traverse. From
the pass we descended the right-hand side rib and scree to the snow where we
strapped on our snow-shoes. Our route down the Oxford glacier was on the
left-hand side of the rognon. Now came the sting in the tail of the traverse.

one of us could make sense of the crevasse patterns which were wide, deep,
well concealed and in a variety of orientations. It was Chris and] ohn with
their smaller snow-shoes who always found the unstable and unseen snow
bridges. On one occasion they were in different crevasses while ]im and I
were on unsure gound. We descended at a snail's pace. It was both frightening
and strangely enjoyable perhaps because we felt aware that nature was giving
a last reminder of how insignificant man was compared to its power and
beauty. Continuing on down to the chaotic ice-pools and several melt streams
we eventually and thankfully came to the ice surface. After a couple of hours
of pleasant going the surface became a conglomeration of steep ice
hummocks, separated by streams and chasms. This terrain forced us on to the
left bank moraines and in retrospect, we made the mistake of not returning to
the narrow ice-stream of the glacier beyond the disturbance. The moraines
were long and unconsolidated and gave no sign of becoming easier. After 14
hours, we bivouacked on the moraines and decided to revert to day-time
travel. It was a foggy night and due to the dampness no one slept well. At
l1.00hrs we continued the moraine struggle which was to last another 3
hours. Approaching the tundra we saw 2 orange tents pitched on the far side
of.the melt river. Presumably the members of the Scottish Scoresby Land
Expedition had successfully induced the Scoresby Sund Greenlanders to boat
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them up Northwest fjord. We could not cross the river, and heliograph signals
failed to attract their attention, so sadly we pressed on.

Soon the moraines were behind us and we were on tundra, walking from
bank to bank of bilberry bushes. The scene was one of indescribable beauty.
Huge icebergs drifted in the fjord and before us the first of the Holger
Danskes Briller lakes curved around the feet of the mountains which formed a
gorge. We gloried in green hillsides, streams of clear tundra water and soft
resting places. Leaving the last glacier behind us we moved up the lakeside
and camped on old flat-topped moraines beside a glacial outwash delta. A
small fire from dead woody willows dried out our kit. Up to this point it had
only been necessary to pitch tents at 3 stops. Here we erected them to keep
out the early morning fog which rose from the fjords. ext morning we
crossed the delta between the 2 lakes rather rapidly since we were followed
and then chased by a musk ox. Our retreat from the beast was undignified
but after previous experiences, I did not wish to negotiate our infringement
on his territory.

Feeling the need to have a substantial meal and a further drying out
session, we made haste to the dump I had helped to prepare in 1973. This
provided us with hamburgers, biscuits, jam, beer, Mars bars and many other
delights. Refreshed, we climbed the hillside S of the lakes and walked down
the gently sloping plateau to the river feeding the inlet behind Syd Kap. Close
to the inlet we traversed across to a small lake which nestled between 2

58 Boots at tbe end of the journey
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hillocks. In the lake were small fish and on the banks we saw hare and arctic
fox. A few minutes later, we had descended the last hillside and had arrived
at the huts of Syd Kap. Chris cooked a meal fit for kings. Jim's hands, after a
course of penicillin tablets, were improving. John was so happy he would
have been prepared to amputate his feet. I was delighted to be in this idyllic
place once again.

(The parry returned to the starring point at Mesters Vig by a low level route up the
Schucherr valley and over Mellem CoL) .

This had been a unique mountain journey and we were lucky to have com
pleted it without mishap and in such well synchronised weather conditions.
We were a dishevelled band by the end but it had been a tremendous pleasure
to journey together through some of the most stupendous mountain scenery I
have yet been privileged to see. Our only regret was the inevitable disband
ment on 30 August of what had become a very intimate and well co-ordi
nated team.

For a map see AJ 66252.

The 'Alpine
Editors III

T. S. Blakeney

Journal' and
1927-53

its

Edward Lisle Strutt (1874-1948). Colonel Strutt was Editor of the Ai from
1927 to 1937, and President of the AC from 1935-37. The Strum were a
Derbyshire family, notable as cotton spinners in collaboration with Arkwright,
and E. L. Strutt's grandfather was created Lord Belper in 1856. Strutt's father
died when the boy was only 3 years old and he was brought up as a Roman
Catholic and educated at Beaumont College and Innsbruck University as well
as Christ Church, Oxford. He developed strong Continental contacts and in
particular enjoyed the freemasonry of titled and Catholic families abroad,
especially in Austria. He became an expert French and German linguist.

Strutt joined the Army and served in the South African War in the Royal
Scots, and in World War I, when he was badly wounded and mentioned 4 times
in despatches, as well as winning the DSO and 5 foreign decorations. In 1919
he was made a CBE for his work in bringing the Austrian Royal Family safely
out of Austria into Switzerland. l

Strutt early showed a bent for mountaineering, and a cousin of his, G. H.
Strutt, had been a member of the AC since 1859. Education at Innsbruck
naturally gave Edward Strutt a special interest in the Eastern Alps-Bavaria,
Tyrol, Engadine, Bregaglia-which later found expression in his editing (1910)
the two Bernina vols of the Conway-Coolidge Climbers' Guides.

1 This episode and subsequent actions of Strun in relation to the Austrian Emperor
and Empress are chronicled in Gordon Brook-Shepherd's 'The Last Habsburg' (1968).
Strun's diary of February to April, 1919 is used. and exhibits his qualities of deter
mination and resource, though coupled with evidence of how he could rile people.
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